TOWN OF LYONS BOARD OF TRUSTEES
VIRTUAL MEETING
Lyons Town Hall, 432 5 th Avenue, Lyons, Colorado

ZOOM LINK
https://us02web.zoom.us/j/85644436757?
pwd=SUxzMDROSWZXcnJnMXdETmZGdEx6QT09
Meeting ID: 856 4443 6757
Passcode: 905410
Dial by your location
+1 301 715 8592 US
Meeting ID: 856 4443 6757
DRAFT AGENDA

MONDAY, AUGUST 23, 2021
2:00 PM – 3:00 PM Workshop
ELECTED OFFICIALS ETHICS & LIABILITY TRAINING
Presented by: Sam Light, CIRSA General Counsel

3:00 PM BOARD OF TRUSTEES
SPECIAL MEETING
I. Roll Call And Pledge Of Allegiance
II. Reflective Moment Of Silence
III. Approval Of The Agenda
IV. Board Of Ethics
IV.1. Review Of Ethics Complaint Filed Against Mayor Pro Tem Browning
Documents:
ETHICSVIOLATION.PDF
IV.1.a. Mayor Pro Tem Browning's Response To Ethics Complaint
Documents:
RESPONSE TO ROBERT BRAKENRIDGE ETHICS COMPLAINT.PDF
EXH1.PDF
EXH2.PDF
EXH3.PDF
EXH4.PDF
IV.2. Review Of Ethics Complaint Filed Against Trustee Miller
Documents:
ETHICS COMPLAINT - TRUSTEE MILLER 8-9-2021.PDF
0.SCREENSHOT_20210806-070607_FACEBOOK.PDF

IV.2. Review Of Ethics Complaint Filed Against Trustee Miller
Documents:
ETHICS COMPLAINT - TRUSTEE MILLER 8-9-2021.PDF
0.SCREENSHOT_20210806-070607_FACEBOOK.PDF
1. SCREENSHOT_20210804-180712_FACEBOOK.PDF
2. SCREENSHOT_20210804-180807_FACEBOOK.PDF
3. SCREENSHOT_20210804-181138_FACEBOOK.PDF
4. SCREENSHOT_20210804-181149_FACEBOOK.PDF
5. SCREENSHOT_20210804-181345_FACEBOOK.PDF
6. SCREENSHOT_20210804-181831_FACEBOOK.PDF
7. SCREENSHOT_20210804-181842_FACEBOOK.PDF
V. Adjournment
“The Town of Lyons will not discriminate against qualified individuals with disabilities on the
basis of disability in its services, programs, or activities. Persons needing accommodations or
special assistance should contact the Town at hr@townoflyons.com as soon as possible, but
no later than 72 hours before the scheduled event.”

August 3, 2021
Hello Town of Lyons Board of Ethics:
I here provide a formal ethics violation complaint regarding recent actions by Lyons Trustee
Mark Browning. I believe that my particular complaint also goes deeper into how our elected
town government expects to interact with those who it represents.
To start: two items for context: 1) I am fully aware of the prolonged and dedicated service
Trustee Browning has provided to the town. 2) I lack any personal antagonism towards him. He
and I have had many one-on-one communications over the years, on substantial matters of
town governance and town policy; sometimes agreeing, sometimes not, but very often
governed by clear mutual courtesy and respect. This is the style of discourse, on contentious
issues, our Ethics Code was designed to support.
Unhappily, on August 1, 2021, on the social media site Facebook: Lyons Open Discussion, which
includes 2000 members, Trustee Browning committed a grave violation of our town’s code of
ethics. See Attachment 1.
This violation rises to the level of affecting my professional and personal reputation, and it may
accomplish material damage to myself, my livelihood, and my family. It accuses me of lying to
the Open Discussion members and also in an identical letter to the Board of Trustees about
town policy matters.
The posting was one act of defamation, but included in it was an invitation for anyone to email
him, using the townoflyons.com email address he provided, to receive a copy of a document he
prepared (See Attachment 2). It is entitled: “Errors, distortions and misinformation in
Brackenridge post/email”.
I do not know how many individuals were provided this document by Trustee Browning, but it
further defames me in very personal terms, and it was clearly intended to be distributed from
his town email account. To accuse me of errors is fine. To accuse me of “misinformation” is to
accuse me, without any basis at all, of lying.
Please note that the posting itself uses the term “disinformation” instead of “misinformation”.
Both words are commonly understood as meaning the same: purposeful deceit. Lying. If in any
doubt, look up their definitions. I stand accused by Trustee Browning, in both the FB posting,
before 2000 members, and in the Word document, made available on request, from a Town of
Lyons email address, of being a liar.
As a scientist, depending for my livelihood on a professional reputation of truthfulness, of
respecting facts, and on honesty; of being able to be trusted with sensitive documents such as
tenure review packages, journal article submittals, and grant proposal reviews, and, perhaps
most importantly, of my own research being submitted for publication without there being any

question that the data could be fabricated or any of the results embellished: to be accused of
lying, in what is essentially a public location with 2000 members, is unacceptable and
professionally damaging.
For what reason does Trustee Browning imagine I am making up lies to tell the board he serves
on, and the public? Why is it not possible to have a honest difference of opinion about town
policy matters, without a town trustee accusing me of lying?
At first believing his posting to be simply an error made in momentary anger, I requested from
Trustee Browning an apology on the same day. I waited. But as of this date, evening of August
3, I have so far not received a response from either. And the posting remains.
Trustee Browning may believe that inclusion on this facebook posting of the following
disclaimer allows him to vent his anger at me, but they do not. Those words are:
“postings on this site are my own and do not necessarily represent the Town of Lyons’s
positions or opinions”.
Inclusion of the townoflyons email address belies that disclaimer. And indicating that this is his
personal opinion does not at all remove his responsibilities, as follows, under the Code of
Ethics. And the longer document Trustee Browning prepared and stated he would circulate,
from his townoflyons email address, does not include that disclaimer.
Below are some quotes from the Lyons Code of Ethics.
Board members are to:
“13). remember that they are “ambassadors” of the Town of Lyons and as such,
should interact with all persons and entities whether in public or in private in a
respectful and fair manner at all times.
26). interact with all persons and entities in a respectful and fair manner at all times,
and should not criticize any member of the public for his or her requests or views.
10). Town Officers should serve as a model of leadership and civility to the
Community
26). Town Officers must avoid personal attacks of any kind at all cost.
6). Town Officers must remember that Lyons is a small town at heart. Town Officers
are constantly being observed by the community every day that they serve in office.
Their behaviors and comments serve as models for proper deportment in the Town
of Lyons. Honesty and respect for the dignity of each individual should be reflected in
every word and action taken by Town Officers, 24 hours a day, seven days a week. It
is a serious and continuous responsibility.”

Trustee Browning has directly violated these parts of the Code of Ethics. It is now up to the
Board of Ethics to deliberate on this matter and determine any outcome. I want the Ethics
Board to know that, as regards this Ethics Code complaint, a public apology and removal of his
email post by Trustee Browning is all that is desired.
Sincerely,
Robert Brakenridge
107 Bohn Ct
Lyons, CO

Attachment 1. Lyons Open Discussion Facebook posting by Trustee Mark Browning, August 1,
2021

Attachment 2. Word Document by Trustee Browning, made available to Lyons Open
Discussion public on their request.
Errors, distortions and misinformation in Brackenridge post/email
1. BOT "largely removed the savings" from net metering. No, BOT retained the savings for 8.5
years for current net metering customers and reduced savings for new rooftop installers.
2. Existing net metering customers were "grandfathered over decades". No, through January
2030 – 8.5 years. A blatant, deliberate falsehood.
3. "I think" savings go with the property. No, they don't. If you'd read the policy change or
paid attention to BOT discussions, where this specific question was answered, you'd know the
correct answer. Blasting a UEB/BOT policy when you haven't even read it or taken the effort to
attend discussions or review them on video is lazy. If you care enough to bash Town boards on
FB, get involved in the process when it happens, not afterward. You offered no input
whatsoever at either the UEB or BOT levels, but chose to play "keyboard warrior" on FB, where
UEB Chair Jim Kerr made you look foolish.
4. "Using public money". Yes, largely financed by a DOLA grant. For Lyons taxpayers, who elect
the BOT and whose interest the BOT is supposed to represent, there is a projected 8-year
payback with a positive return on investment thereafter. In the long run, this SAVES $ for Lyons
residents. "Using public money" is highly misleading. More like "Saving Lyons money."
5. "Strongly discourage" rooftop solar. False. Residents can still do rooftop solar and get some
savings, just not the level of subsidies that has been provided. Several residents have done it
since terms were changed last year. Rooftop solar is NOT being "strongly discouraged", but
rather just no longer "strongly subsidized".
6. Why use Town land for solar farm? The very reasons you cite for rooftop solar: to save
money (for all residents, not just the mostly affluent ones doing rooftop solar on large houses),
to feed solar power into our local grid, and to reduce dependence on coal-fired generator
plants. It's totally hypocritical to advocate for those things in one place and reject in another
place the Town's efforts to accomplish the same things – in a more efficient manner than
rooftop solar.
7. The acre behind the bike park isn't used by anyone currently. Only a small part of the Lot F
corner where the solar farm might go is used maybe 3 times a year for cross-country meets – a
use that can be accommodated with careful solar farm placement and a slight re-routing of the
running path. These areas are NOT "used every day and every week" – false.
8. Build in the floodplain. No, as clearly set out in the packet materials, DOLA (source of grant
$) was reluctant to put it in the floodplain. Not conveying that fact is obvious disinformation.
9. County parcels – Not only in the floodplain, but not on the Town's electric system, requiring
connection costs. Again, disinformation.
10. UEB "hearing from utility representatives". Just like recent slam at the BOT for what it
"supposedly" did in executive session, this nasty little jibe at the UEB is petty, prejudicial and
insulting. Of course the UEB consulted with MEAN about solar energy production in Lyons.
Lyons is locked into MEAN as power supplier for decades to come, so discussing solar policies
with MEAN is a necessity. UEB wouldn't be doing its homework if it didn't. But to imply "utility
representatives" are directing UEB policy is a slam on the integrity of local citizens serving on
the UEB, just like the "supposedly" slam at the BOT's integrity. Shame on you.

Response to Robert Brackenridge Ethics Complaint
Important Issue Presented
Mr. Brackenridge's ethics complaint presents an important, and recurring, issue that
eventually confronts all Town Board members and staff:
What do you do when a citizen repeatedly posts false information on social media and
repeatedly insults the integrity of the Town Board and other citizens who volunteer to serve on
Town boards and commissions?
Should you:
A. Let it pass -- realizing some citizens will give credence to what has been posted?
B. Engage in extended back-and-forth debates on social media?
C. Note that the post includes false information or distortions and invite interested
citizens to contact you if they desire more information?
At various times while serving as a trustee, I have employed all three of those methods –
ignore it, engage in debate on social media, invite citizen inquiries – to deal with false and/or
misleading information on social media. With regard to Mr. Brakenridge's Aug. 1, 2021, post, I
opted for the latter approach: state briefly on social media that the post contained false and
distorted information, then invite further inquiry from any citizen interested enough to do so.
Mr. Brakenridge takes exception to that approach, though he admits some of the
information he posted was false. He claims innocent mistake based in part on an email he says
he received from another trustee, but he refuses to provide that email, despite an initial promise
to do so. His actions in that respect should be given appropriate weight in reviewing his ethics
complaint.
Context is also important. Had Mr. Brakenridge's post stood alone, I may have elected to
take the "let it pass" option. But his Aug. 1 post was just the latest in a series of social media
posts providing false information to citizens while repeatedly questioning the integrity of those
serving on Town boards and commissions. Others (the Mayor, the UEB Chair, another UEB
member) challenged him on his posts, but he continued his course of action. I will explore that
series of posts further below, for they are quite relevant to why I responded to the Aug. 1 post. I
also think they raise a very important, general issue extending far beyond the Town of Lyons.
That issue is trust in government, and how to counter those who seek to undermine it.
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At the risk of being overlong in my response, I will also take this opportunity to speak to
some general issues in our Town Code of Ethics, as well as how those issues relate to Mr.
Brackenridge's specific complaint.
Initial Objection; Request to Dismiss or Not Proceed Further
Mr. Brakenridge's complaint should be dismissed or, alternatively, determined not to
merit further investigation and proceedings. It is not "verified", as required by Code of Ethics
Sec. 7.C.1. "Verified" means under oath. This is not a mere technicality. As set forth below,
one aspect of the Board of Ethics' consideration of Mr. Brakenridge's complaint should be
weighing his credibility. Requiring him to put his statements to this Board under oath is
important. Unless Mr. Brakenridge amends his complaint to comply with the verification
requirement, it should be dismissed, or the Board should not proceed further with it. Another
ground for dismissal (or simply not proceeding further on the complaint, as the Code of Ethics
allows) is Mr. Brakenridge's refusal to provide a relevant email he says he reviewed in drafting
the Facebook post in question.
Code of Ethics Scope and Application
The Town of Lyons Code of Ethical Standards for Town Officers and Employees
("Ethics Code" or "EC") covers a lot of ground. It deals with true ethics issues – accepting gifts
or favors in return for favorable treatment, conflicts of interest, obeying laws relating to local
government, not using Town property for personal business, maintaining confidential and
privileged information – and also proves a wide-ranging set of rules of good conduct, in some
respects resembling an old "Rules of Etiquette" book or Girl Scout/Boy Scout pledges.
For example, read and applied literally, a trustee could be sanctioned under the Code of
Ethics for "reading for a long period of time or gazing around the room", for "smirking", or for
exhibiting a facial expression that could be interpreted as "disbelief". Ethics Code 5.B.23.
Likewise, facial expressions should not reflect "boredom". (As to facial expressions reflecting
disbelief or boredom, I am willing to sign a prepared-in-advance admission of guilt. I do not
believe all statements made to the Board, and I am indeed bored at times during meetings, as my
facial expression will doubtless reflect.) Or, a trustee could be sanctioned for not adequately
preparing for a meeting. Ethics Code 5.B.6. Likewise, not following parliamentary procedure
violates the Ethics Code (EC 5.B.27) – a violation that probably occurs at every BOT meeting.
The point is: a literal application of the Ethics Code at all times will result in numerous
Board of Ethics proceedings and repeated sanctioning of trustees. That has not been and should
not be the practice. Rather, discretion and judgment are appropriate in applying the Ethics Code.
That should be the course employed with all ethics complaints, including Mr. Brakenridge's
complaint.
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As a brief aside, the Ethics Code needs some updating and re-writing, separately
delineating true ethics violations (such as those noted above) from general rules of good conduct,
with varying methods to deal with each.
Factual Background
A. August 1 Brakenridge Post
Mr. Brakenridge's complaint conveniently omits his own Facebook post that prompted
the reply attached as Exhibit A to the complaint. A copy of his post and the reply are attached to
this document as Exhibit 1.
Mr. Brakenridge's post contained at least three falsehoods:
(1) That the BOT had "grandfathered over decades" existing net metering customer. (The
actual term was 8.5 years).
(2) That the BOT was considering using public money for a Town solar facility "[w]ith
no plan to reduce consumer costs." (The packet materials prepared by the UEB clearly reflected
an 8-year payback period, with cost savings to electric consumers thereafter.)
(3) "Let UEB members know too: they are supposed to independently evaluate such
plans, and need to hear not only from utility representatives, but from the public they volunteered
to serve." (This was the latest accusation in a long series of posts by Mr. Brackenridge stating or
strongly suggesting that the UEB, in recommending a revised net metering policy, had heard
only from "utility representatives". In fact, the UEB's recommendation originated with an
independent rate study and the UEB's years-long process considered multiple perspectives,
including existing state utility policies and the positions of rooftop solar installers and their
customers.)
Mr. Brakenridge's post also contained distortions that, while not actual falsehoods,
provided misleading or incomplete information. For example:
1. "The town utility is now acting to strongly discourage new home- and business-based
solar." The Town is not "strongly discouraging" new solar. That would involve no credit for
solar production and perhaps high fees for solar installation. Instead, the Town has reduced (but
not eliminated) financial incentives for new solar. Mr. Brakenridge himself got it right in a
7/2/21 FB post: "there is much less financial encouragement for new solar installations and a
much longer time for the customer to break even." That is a true statement. But "less
encouragement" is not the same as "strongly discourage." The latter phrase is a distortion.
2. "Solar farms can be built on floodplains." (Followed by discussion of availability of
Lyons buyout properties.) That is also a true statement, but it omits a decisive fact of which Mr.
Brakenridge was well aware (because it was contained in UEB presentations Mr. Brakenridge
had reviewed multiple times): DOLA, the state agency from which the vast bulk of solar farm
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funds would come, was not in favor of building a solar farm in a flood risk area. Mr.
Brakenridge distorted the true picture.
B. Prior Brackenridge Posts
Mr. Brakenridge's August 1 post was far from his first relating to recent BOT or UEB
actions. There were many prior ones. The prior posts are relevant to Mr. Brakenridge's ethics
complaint because (1) they show why I eventually felt it necessary to "call out" Mr. Brakenridge,
(2) they show he was thoroughly familiar with details of the UEB's net metering and solar farm
proposals to the BOT (including the "grandfathering" period), raising the question of how he got
his facts so wrong in his Aug. 1 post, and (3) they call into question his credibility, which this
Board is entitled to consider.
(a) June 23+ posts relating to net metering
On June 23, 2021, Mr. Brakenridge initiated a long series of posts relating mostly to the
UEB's proposed net metering policy. He got many things wrong and accused the UEB of being
"exceptionally one-sided" in its presentation. Mr. Brakenridge repeatedly hammered on the
theme that the UEB had been unduly influenced by MEAN or "utilities", calling into question the
UEB's objectivity. For example:
"I suspect that what it is happening is that our town's UEB is only really hearing one side
of the issue, and it is the perspective of a large solar utility."
"[W]hy not at least have the UEB receive input other than just that from MEAN utility
employees. It's plain that there has been no study at all on the downsides of this proposed
change. That is not providing the Town the balanced input it needs." [In fact, there HAD been a
study by an independent rate consulting firm, and the BOT was indeed provided the possible
downsides of the proposed change.]
"UEB took only invited input from the carbon-fueled MEAN utility." [Note the
conflicting descriptions of MEAN as a "large solar utility" and a "carbon-fueled utility.]
Mr. Brakeridge's posts about the UEB led UEB Chair and former Town trustee Jim Kerr
to choose the "debate on social media" option for dealing with false information and Mr.
Brackenridge's suggestions that a Town commission was not doing its duty to objectively
consider all sides of an issue. In the discussion with Mr. Kerr, Mr. Brakenridge made it clear
that he had read multiple times through the UEB's materials presented in BOT packets.
Therefore, any suggestion by Mr. Brakenridge that he was uninformed about the contents of
those proposals is not correct. Among other things, Mr. Kerr informed Mr. Brakenridge again
and again that the UEB's proposal had resulted from an independent rate study, not simply
consulting with "utilities" or MEAN.
Mr. Kerr, after repeatedly explaining how Mr. Brakenridge was misrepresenting the
UEB's proposals, ultimately took him to task, saying, "Interesting how you keep obscuring the
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facts." And then: "Robert Brakenridge – Just because you keep making an incorrect statement
over and over again does not make it correct."
Ultimately, Mr. Brakenridge acknowledged his mistakes: "Jim, I appreciate your attempt
to stay with this and correct any errors. I think I do have some errors to correct in several of my
statements above …" (Mr. Brakenridge, however, never acknowledged the falsity of his
accusations that the UEB was "one-sided" and only considered the perspective of utilities. He
has continued to pound that false narrative, including in his Aug 1 post.)
I have not attached the extremely long exchanges of posts between Chair Kerr and Mr.
Brakenridge, but have a printed copies available for review upon request.
(b) June 30 post relating to BOT Summit housing actions
[For full post, see Exhibit 2]
"What is going on in town hall? An executive session of our town board was recently
held. These sessions are strictly limited via Colorado law, they cannot be used to shield
discussions related to town financial contributions to a developer's subdivision plans. The mere
presence of the town attorney is specially not an excuse for executive session, nor are
'negotiations', unless those are for town purchase or sale of town land. The rules are very strict.
There is an appearance … that more general matters may have been discussed; matters that are
not protected; an appearance that the town is keeping private what is not in any respect
confidential information. But these are public matters, very public matters, must only be
discussed in public meeting …. They have not been up to now! The only conceivable basis for
executive session … would be for the town to obtain legal opinion about its option to proceed to
enforcement against the developer … Anticipated lawsuits are protected; negotiations regarding
financial concessions … are not."
As with his Aug. 1 FB post about the BOT's action on net metering, and as with his June
23+ posts back-and-forth with UEB Chair Kerr, Mr. Brakenridge's June 30 post presents false
information. It is NOT true (1) that Town board executive sessions for "negotiations" are limited
to purchase or sale of town land or (2) that the only conceivable basis for an executive session is
to discuss enforcement action against a developer. The Lyons BOT, like city councils all over
Colorado, routinely holds executive sessions relating to contract negotiations, and not just
contracts for the purchase or sale of town land. The Colorado Sunshine (Open Meetings) law
(see Exhibit 2) clearly allows executive sessions for contract negotiations, with no limitation to
land purchase or sale. The specific statutory reference and the description of "negotiations" and
"developing strategies for negotiations" are included in every BOT meeting agenda or packet
when such sessions are held and are read aloud prior to executive sessions.
Mr. Brakenridge's statements about what is proper to consider in executive session were
false. And he coupled his errors with cleverly-worded potshots raising doubt about the BOT's
integrity: "There is an appearance" improper matters may have been discussed, he stated. He
later added a statement that the BOT "would have been required to come out of executive
session" if contract negotiations were considered, concluding "I hope a taped record was kept of
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the meeting", implying that BOT statements as to what was discussed in executive session
should not be believed.
I saw those erroneous statements and unfounded suggestions the Board may have
violated the law. But at the time, I chose the "let it pass" option for dealing with them.
(c) July 22 posts; Chastised by the Mayor
On 7/22/21, Mr. Brakenridge renewed his attempts to question the BOT's honesty as to
executive session discussions, posting that two executive sessions were held "supposedly to (in
part) consider legal remedies if a developer breaches an agreement." (Emphasis added.) Mayor
Angelo called him out, in a responsive post, for the implication of his "supposedly" statement,
calling it "offensive" and warning Mr. Brakenridge: "do not impugn or even imply a less than
sincere attempt for the Board of Trustees to do what they feel is in the best interest of the Town."
Mr. Brakenridge responded that he stood by his words, further stating: "Clearly, what
was discussed at these meetings included how the town might adjust its taxes and fees to comply
with the developer's request to modify the development agreement. But this is not a fit subject
for executive session, but only for public meetings. It is not protected by the language about
'negotiations' in Colorado law, which refer, mainly, to matters such as negotiating contracts with
a teachers union, etc." See Exhibit 3 for the full posts.
Once more, Mr. Brakenridge posted false information about Colorado open meetings law.
Contract negotiations ARE protected by the law. And they're not limited to "matters such as
negotiating contracts with a teachers union." (Note that Mr. Brakenridge changed his tune about
the open meetings law provision, which in his June 30 post he described as being limited to sales
of town property.)
Mr. Brakenridge didn't know what he was talking about as to Colorado open meetings
law, even though he was replying to the Mayor and purporting to inform the large number of
citizens on the Lyons OD forum. He may have looked at the wrong statute. A different section
of the law governs STATE bodies' executive sessions than the section governing LOCAL boards'
executive session (see Exhibit 2). The section on state bodies contains limitations to real estate
sales and teacher negotiations; the section on local bodies is broader and allows general contract
negotiations.
"Often wrong, but never in doubt" describes Mr. Brakenridge's posts in this area. Getting
the law wrong isn't totally surprising (although the precise statutory reference is provided in the
agenda for every executive session, and the statute is readily available online), but coupling false
information about executive sessions with suggestions that the Lyons BOT may have violated
the law takes it to another level. Note Mr. Brakenridge's further reply to Mayor Angelo:
"Listen to me, please. If I were a board member, as soon as the executive session veered
from 'what legal remedies can the town pursue' (protected by executive session law) … to 'how
might we negotiate with the developer …', I would have immediately asked for all to come out
of executive session. If that did not occur I would have left the room."
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Mr. Brackenridge's implication was quite clear: the Lyons BOT violated the open
meetings law by discussing contract negotiations in executive session. The truth is that the
Lyons BOT was in total compliance with the open meetings law by discussing contract
negotiations. Mr. Brakenridge owes the Mayor and the Board an apology.
Although I saw Mr. Brakenridge's erroneous posts about the open meetings law, and (like
Mayor Angelo) took strong exception to his continuing potshots at the Board's integrity, I again
took the "let it pass" approach as to his posts, since the Mayor had already taken him to task.
(d) 8/2/21 post; Chastised by a UEB member; Credibility issue
Exhibit 4 consists of more posts by Mr. Brakenridge about the solar farm. Its relevance
goes beyond accuracy/inaccuracy of statements about the BOT or UEB.. The 8/2/21 posts call
into question Mr. Brakenridge's credibility generally, a factor the Board of Ethics should weigh
in considering what is supposed to be a "verified" (under oath) complaint.
On August 2, 2021, Mr. Brakenridge in a Facebook post again raised questions about the
UEB's solar farm proposal, an item set on the BOT agenda for that night.
Responding to that, UEB member Larry Quinn asked, "Robert Brakenridge Where were
you when public comment meetings were held on the proposal? Why do you always weigh in at
11th hour on FB only?"
Mr. Brakenridge replied: "To honestly answer your question, Larry, the first I became
aware that the town was proceeding with a solar farm … was when I read the packet for
today's BoT meeting. Which is likely more than most residents have done." (Emphasis added.)
Mr. Brakenridge's statement on August 2 that he first became aware on that day of the
town proceeding with a solar farm is demonstrably false.
In a post on July 2, 2021 – a month earlier – Mr. Brakenridge had informed Facebook
readers that "Lyons is proposing a solar farm." He added "Finally, why would Lyons consider a
local solar farm, maybe with grant support, after its utility and UEB indicate that the town is
better off not adding any more local solar capacity? … [W]hy would the town even consider
owning and operating their own solar farm?"
One month later, asked by a UEB member about his "11th hour" comments on the solar
farm set to be considered that evening by the BOT, Mr. Brakenridge stated that August 2 was the
first he became aware the town was proceeding with a solar farm. His July 2 posts flatly
contradict that statement.
The Board of Ethics can draw its own conclusions as to Mr. Brakenridge's credibility.
Specific Responses to Complaint
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I. Specific Ethic Code provisions
A. "Respect"
"R-E-S-P-E-C-T, Find out what it means to me." -- Aretha Franklin
Most of the Ethics Code sections cited by Mr. Brakenridge deal with "respect" due from a
trustee for citizens and their views:
13. … interact with all persons and entities … in a respectful and fair manner at all times.
26. interact with all persons and entities in a respectful and fair manner at all times, and
should not criticize any member of the public for his or her requests or views.
6. … respect for the dignity of each individual should be reflected in every word and
action taken by Town officers, 24 hours a day, seven days a week. It is a serious and continuous
responsibility.
These sections bring into issue what was discussed above: should the Ethics Code be
applied literally as written ("interact with all persons … in a respectful … manner at all times",
do not "criticize any member of the public for his or her … views"), or should discretion and
judgment enter into its application?
Put another way, must a trustee ALWAYS show respect for citizens and their views, no
matter how unfounded or offensive? Can a trustee never criticize a citizen's views?
I will begin by saying that if a Lyons citizen espouses racist or sexist or homophobic
views, I will not respect that citizen's views or the citizen herself or himself. And, if stated at a
Town board meeting, I would "call out" that citizen and criticize her or his views. I also have the
First Amendment right of free speech to do so on social media, if I so choose.
By doing so, I would be violating the Ethics Code and subjecting myself subject to
possible sanctions. So be it. I will not respect racist, sexist or homophobic views, or persons
who espouse them, no matter what the Ethics Code says and no matter what sanctions might be
sought against me. That would infringe on my First Amendment free speech rights, my
conscience and my personal moral principles, though a literal application of the Ethics Code
would result in a finding a violation.
By the same token, I do not respect, and will not respect, views of a Lyons citizen, or any
other person, that reflect false information, are derived from refusing to review readily-available
information (such as BOT packets and meeting videos) and insult the integrity of BOT or UEB
members or other Lyons citizens who voluntarily serve on Town boards and commissions.
I do not respect the view of anyone who suggests that the Board of Trustees violated
Colorado open meetings law in negotiating contract revisions as to Summit housing.
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I do not respect the view of anyone who suggests UEB members only considered
MEAN's or "utility company" perspectives on net metering or were "one-sided" in their
deliberations. I know for a fact that the UEB considered multiple perspectives, as Chair Kerr
informed Mr. Brakenridge and as reflected in packet materials reviewed by Mr. Brakenridge.
I do respect the honesty, commitment to service and proper actions of those who serve on
the BOT and UEB, whether I agree with their opinions or not. And, exercising my First
Amendment rights, I will defend the members of those boards from undeserved insults or attacks
(express or cleverly implied) on their integrity. My defense may include pointing out false
information provided to the public and criticizing those who, directly or by inference, make
unwarranted allegations as to the integrity of Town board or commission members.
B. "Serve as a model of leadership"
As previously discussed, elected Town officials, like Town staff, are often presented with
a quandary when encountering false, distorted or misleading information posted on social media.
Ignore it, engage in debate, or invite further inquiry? My view is that part of modeling
leadership is to see that citizens are properly informed of the facts and processes that lead to
Town board or commission proposals or decisions. I frequently invite citizens to email me if
they have questions or concerns about Town matters or desire more information, and I try to
answer all reasonable emails I receive, whether I agree with a citizen's position on a given issue
or not. I have frequently engaged with citizens, including Mr. Brakenridge, who do not agree
with a Board decision or my vote as a trustee, and I try to explain the reasons for decisions and
votes. I believe I have served, and continue to serve, as a model of leadership. Part of doing
that was to try to counter Mr. Brakenridge's repeated postings of false information accompanied
by direct or implied insults to the integrity of the BOT and UEB. I do not believe allowing such
posts to go uncorrected and unchallenged would exhibit proper leadership.
C. "Avoid personal attacks of any kind"
First, it should be noted that this Ethics Code provision cited by Mr. Brakenridge in his
complaint is in the part of the EC dealing with "Conduct During Meetings". It is therefore not
relevant to his complaint, since no conduct during a meeting was complained of. The Board of
Ethics should therefore disregard it.
However, since Mr. Brakenridge raises the issue, I will respond that I do not consider it a
"personal attack" to accurately state that someone has provided false information, distorted
information or "disinformation" (a term of art discussed in more detail below). The focus of my
Facebook post was on the content of Mr. Brakenridge's post, not him personally. As noted in the
following paragraph, I did not accuse him of "lying". I did not use any derogatory names or
question his motives in making his post. I simply informed citizens that what he has posted was
false (which it was), contained distortions (which it did) and included disinformation (which,
under my understanding of that term, it also did).
II. Other issues raised by Mr. Brakenridge
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A. "Lying"
Seven times in his complaint, and multiple additional times in emails and social media
posts, Mr. Brackenridge has stated that I accused him of "lying" or being a "liar". The word
choice is his, not mine. I never used those words, and his statements falsely accuse me of doing
so.
B. Apology
(1) Mr. Brakenridge asserted in an 8/1/21 email to me that he based his Facebook post,
in part, on information in an email received from another trustee. His exact words in his email
were: "I have corrected the 'for decades' grandfathering term on FB to the 8.5 year term you
state. I had an email from another trustee that implied the longer term; it certainly was not an
intentional lie."
I never accused Mr. Brakenridge of an intentional lie, but I did offer to apologize for my
criticism of his post if indeed it was based on information received from another trustee. Citizens
should be able to rely on information provided by trustees as to Town matters, even if that
information is wrong.
Mr. Brakenridge then promised to send me the email he referred to. He later reneged on
that promise, contending the email had been sent from a personal account and was therefore
entitled to expectations of privacy. That, of course, is also wrong. If a trustee sends Townrelated emails to a citizen from a personal email account, those emails constitute public records
under CORA and there is no legitimate expectation of privacy.
Nevertheless, Mr. Brakenridge refuses to provide the email from a trustee he says he
reviewed. That refusal led to my CORA request seeking the email from whatever trustee sent it.
Trustees' responses reflect no such email.
If the email does exist, only Mr. Brakenridge knows its contents, which he refuses to
share despite the public record nature of the email and his initial promise to share it. In
considering whether Mr. Brakenridge did or did not knowingly post false information, his refusal
to provide an email relevant to that question should be taken into account.
It should also be noted that, again, Mr. Brakenridge has changed his tune with respect to
the missing email. Initially, he said he "had an email from another trustee that implied the longer
term." Later, in a Facebook post, he said that, rather than the trustee's email implying a longer
term, " I had misread correspondence from another trustee." So perhaps the missing email did not
"imply a longer term" at all, as Mr. Brakenridge stated, but instead Mr. Brakenridge erred in
"misreading" it. Only he knows for sure.
With respect to the false information in question – net metering customers being
"grandfathered in for decades" – it should be noted that information was readily available as to
what both the UEB proposed and what the BOT did in that regard. The grandfathering period
was addressed in packet materials available online. Those materials – which Mr. Brakenridge
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had read many times, he told Chair Kerr -- included the UEB's proposed 8.5-year grandfathering
period. He was therefore aware that "grandfathering for decades" had not been proposed. The
BOT discussed the issue twice in public sessions and voted on it twice, with meeting videos
available on the Town website.
Yet Mr. Brakenridge never bothered to check the documents, review the videos, or even
ask any trustee what the BOT had done. He simply posted false information without checking
his facts. His conduct was at best reckless (intentional disregard for the facts) or at worst
intentional. Only he knows for sure, and his reliance on an email he refuses to provide as an
excuse for posting false information rings hollow.
(2) "Disinformation" -- I did use the term "disinformation" to describe Mr. Brakenridge's
social media post. I will explain what I meant by that term, and I am willing to apologize for
using it to the extent it implies intentional deception.
My experience with the term "disinformation" arises from a time when it usually
appeared as part of a two-word phrase: "Soviet disinformation." That was a common theme
during the Cold War. (I'm old enough to actually remember the Cuban missile crisis.) The
Soviet Union was often accused (with good reason) of "sowing disinformation" in its propaganda
wars with the U.S. and its allies.
"Disinformation", as I understand the term, is most effective when it combines both true
and false statements. Propaganda campaigns consisting totally of intentional falsehoods are not
very effective. Outright lies that can be proven to be false do not carry much weight and
undermine the source's credibility.
On the other hand, when true statements are mixed with false information, so that part of
the propaganda message can be demonstrated to be true, the overall message is generally much
more effective, because it is more believable.
That is what I meant by "disinformation" with respect to Mr. Brakenridge's post. It does
contain some true information. It also contains some false information. It also contains some
distorted information (noted above). Collectively, the effect of his post was to cast a misleading
impression about the Town's approach to solar farms and net metering, including the allegation
that the UEB had "heard only from utility representatives". I consider that disinformation.
If Mr. Brakenridge or anyone else takes "disinformation" to mean only "intentional
deception", then I will apologize that my post led to such an impression. That isn't what I meant.
What I meant is that Mr. Brakenridge had used false information and distorted information,
along with true information, in his post, to create a misleading impression and that readers
should not believe everything he says. I stand by that meaning.
C. Disclaimer as to not speaking for the Town
My short response to Mr. Brakenridge's post included the standard disclaimer for social
media posts from a trustee's personal social media account: "(The postings on this site are my own
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and do not necessarily represent the Town of Lyons’s positions or opinions.)" The disclaimer was

copied verbatim from the Town's social media policy and is something I routinely include in
social media posts relating to Town business.
Mr. Brakenridge surmises that "Trustee Browning may believe that inclusion on this
facebook posting of the … disclaimer allows him to vent his anger at me, but they [sic] do not."
Including the disclaimer has nothing to do with any "belief" on my part. It is simply
following the BOT's social media policy and following the Town attorney's advice to include
such a disclaimer in postings from personal social media accounts. Nothing more, nothing less.
Mr. Brakenridge's surmise about my "belief" is unfounded.
D. Invitation for email inquiries
Mr. Brakenridge additionally attempts to take me to task for inviting email inquiries from
Lyons citizens regarding the issues raised in his post. He states: "Inclusion of the townoflyons
email address belies that disclaimer." At other points in his complaint, he also complains of my
invitation to citizens to email me at my Town email address.
My current approach for dealing with complex or controversial Town issues raised on
social media, when I choose to respond, is (i) generally try keep my posts short and focused on
facts, correcting any blatant factual errors posters may have made, (ii) invite those with serious
interest in a particular issue to contact me at my Town email address if they desire more
information or wish to discuss the matter further, and (iii) when possible, provide links to
information (like BOT meeting packets) on the Town website.
In the past, I attempted to engage in point-by-point responses and detailed discussions on
Facebook (usually in Lyons Open Discussion) as to Town-related issues. I abandoned that
approach for several reasons, finding it non-productive overall and not worth my time and effort.
In particular, I found that Lyons OD "debates" tended to deteriorate into nasty, non-substantive
"flame wars", with many irrelevant or inane posts clouding attempts at reasonable dialogue.
In January 2021, I stopped posting on Lyons OD at all. My reasons were explained in a
"goodbye" post in that forum. After the 2020 presidential election and the Jan. 6 capitol riot,
Lyons OD had degenerated into a forum attracting many off-the-wall cranks and wackos,
including QAnon sympathizers using the forum to spread their views (which, by the way, I do
not respect). I suggested moderators should remove things like QAnon postings, but they
declined, preferring to leave the forum available to all, even QAnoners.
I therefore decided not to post on Lyons OD anymore. Even if I confined my posts to
local matters, contributing to Lyons OD might to some degree attract more readers and activity
to that site. I did not wish to do that, so I "signed off", though I sometimes still look at posts
relating to Town matters.
I still occasionally post on Town matters on Lyons Happenings, though it is not supposed
to be a place to debate local issues. In posting there, I attempt to do as stated above: keep posts
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short, focus on accuracy of facts, and invite further inquiry to my Town email address or provide
links to information on the Town website. Occasionally, people do respond to such posts by
emails to my Town address. When they do, I answer them. That approach, in my view, is
preferable to social media "debates". It has the advantage of making email exchanges with
citizens (which are public records subject to CORA) readily obtainable from my Town account,
as opposed to having to search my personal Facebook account in the event of a CORA request.
It also tends to screen out Facebook "flamethrowers" who like to stir the pot with mean-spirited
posts, but who usually lack serious enough interest in a topic to take the time to email a trustee
for more in-depth information and discussion.
I followed that same approach as to Mr. Brakenridge's post: keep it short, focus on facts,
invite further inquiries to via Town email. I continue to believe that is the best approach, at least
for me. Other trustees may opt for a different approach or avoid Facebook altogether.
To respond to a point in Mr. Brakenridge's complaint, I received 0 email inquiries from
my invitation, other than those from Mr. Brakenridge himself.
E. Word Document
I prepared in Word document form a substantive, point-by-point response to Mr.
Brakenridge's Facebook post about net metering and solar farm issues. That document reflects
the type of point/counterpoint "debate" often engaged in on social media sites. If anyone asked, I
was willing to share those point-by-point responses by email. No one other than Mr.
Brakenridge asked.
I did not post that Word document, or even a summary of its contents, on social media.
Mr. Brakenridge, however, chose to post on Facebook point-by-point responses. That was his
choice, not mine. I deliberately ignored his posts. To the extent Facebook readers may have
been influenced by discussion of the contents of the Word document I prepared, that is Mr.
Brakenridge's responsibility, not mine.
I will not further lengthen this too-lengthy document by veering off into the substance of
the issues covered in the Word document. The Board is already familiar with them. As to the
use of the word "disinformation" in that document, see my discussion above. As to the use of the
word "misinformation" in that document, that simply means false, wrong, incorrect information,
with no implication intended as to the intentionality of anyone providing misinformation. Mr.
Brakenridge's post included misinformation, whatever his intention. As with my Facebook post,
I did not use the words "lying" or "liar" to refer to Mr. Brakenridge. Once again, those are his
words, not mine.
III. Undermining Trust in Government
"All government is local." – Paraphrase of statement attributed to former House Speaker
Tip O'Neill
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What's the big deal, some may ask, if a local citizen posts false or distorted information
about local government boards and commissions on social media, even if that information is
coupled with direct or implied questioning of board members' integrity? Doesn't "if you can't
stand the heat, get out of the kitchen" apply to local officials? Why bother to respond by refuting
falsehoods/distortions and suggesting someone's post should not be believed?
At the cost of further lengthening this document, I'd like to explain why I bothered to
respond to a post like Mr. Brakenridge's. "Trust in government", especially local government, is
important to me, and that's why I responded.
This week, I read a CNN news article about two incidents at elementary school "meet the
teacher" nights in Texas. In one incident, a parent loudly shouted, over and over, "I can't
understand you if you don't take that mask off," to a masked teacher who was conducting a
"meet the teacher" session. In the other, a parent attempted to physically rip off a teacher's mask.
Those incidents happened in the Austin-area Eanes School District. My wife taught in
that district for years and still knows teachers and parents in that district. Both my daughters
attended that district K-12. Such incidents concern me greatly. They hit too close to home.
Years ago (decades, actually), when I was in elementary school, such incidents would not
have happened. Parents respected and trusted teachers and the volunteer, elected boards who
govern local school districts and do things like set mask policies. Sadly, for many, that trust is
gone.
What changed? In my opinion, as someone who spent 23+ years working in state
government and who has now served for 8+ years on local boards and commissions, truste and
respect for government have been undermined to a large degree at all levels – national, state,
county and local. Social media posts containing false and distorted information have played a
big role in undermining that trust. Election conspiracy theorists storm the capitol, using social
media before and after their insurrection to organize and attempt to justify their actions. Antivaxxers don't trust what national, state and county officials (even doctors and scientists) advise
them to do: get vaccinated. They don’t trust the CDC. They don't trust Dr. Fauci and belittle
him on social media. They don't trust state or county health departments and they resist local
school district policies (set by elected citizen boards) sincerely intended to protect teacher and
student health. On "the other side", some "defund the police" advocates do not trust local police
departments or police officers, the vast bulk of whom are honest, dedicated, underpaid,
conscientious public servants – much like citizens serving on our Town boards and commissions.
(All of which is not to say governments and government officials don't make mistakes.
They do, and citizens have the unquestioned right to point out and criticize those mistakes, and
protest against them. I am not an apologist for all government actions, even locally. The Lyons
BOT and Town staff make mistakes, too, and our citizens have every right to point out and
criticize those mistakes. However, that does not mean mistakes arise from anything other than
sincere efforts to do what's right and fully comply with applicable state and local laws. Object to
Town government decisions or proposals, but don't disparage the motives or integrity of those
who make them.)
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In my opinion, posts like Mr. Brakenridge's on Aug. 1 and his prior posts set out above
undermine trust in local government. His too-clever insinuations, implications and conjectures
about possible violations of open meetings laws and the UEB being unduly influenced by "utility
companies", when repeatedly accompanied by false information, contribute, bit-by-bit,
statement-by-statement, implication-by-implication to undermining trust in local government.
He denies an intent to do that and offers conciliatory platitudes about his appreciation for those
who serve in local government. But his words and actions such as those above, taken as a whole,
over time, paint a different picture.
Mr. Brakenridge will doubtless disagree, but my view of his posts such as those
summarized and excerpted above is that they amount to ongoing, repeated insults to the integrity
of those serving in Town government. And I don't refer to just myself or fellow trustees on the
BOT. I've grown accustomed to Mr. Brakenridge's insinuations about BOT actions, such as what
the BOT "supposedly" did in executive sessions. I've also been willing to let pass some of his
egregious errors, such as wrong explanations of the Colorado open meetings law.
What ultimately tipped the scales and prompted me to reply to his August 1 post was his
ongoing suggestions that the UEB was being unduly influenced by MEAN or "utility
representatives" and had not "independently evaluated" utility issues. I knew that to be false. I
know most UEB members, though I would not characterize any of them as close personal
friends. I know them to be smart, conscientious, honest people devoting many volunteer hours
(the UEB meets twice a month, unlike most Town boards and commissions) to providing the
BOT valuable advice on the most important, most complex parts of Town operations – utilities
and infrastructure. Whether Mr. Brakenridge acknowledges it or not, his repeated posts
regarding the UEB amount to insulting the integrity, fairness and competence of those who serve
on the UEB. Even after the UEB Chair countered his erroneous posts, and even after the Mayor
chastised him for his "supposedly" comment about BOT conduct, he continued his offensive
insinuations about the UEB. Doing that undermines trust and confidence in Lyons local
government, and I do not respect that aspect of Mr. Brakenridge's posts. Mr. Brakenridge having
failed to change his approach after being challenged by the UEB Chair, Mayor and another UEB
member, it was time for someone to "call him out" in no uncertain terms. I did so.
I do respect Mr. Brakenridge's right to disagree with and question BOT decisions or
proposals from advisory Town boards and commissions. He has disagreed with decisions on
housing, weed management policy, trash hauling, the Urban Renewal Authority, net metering
and other issues. He has every right to do so, and sometimes I agree with him. However, when
he repeatedly posts false information accompanied by insults – express or implied – to the
integrity of those serving on Town boards and commissions, he crosses a line and loses my
respect as to those statements and views. I chose to exercise my own right to call him out on
those aspects of his posts. The Board of Ethics can determine if that warrants further
investigation or sanctions. I do not think either is warranted, but I will abide by the Board's
decision.
Mark Browning, Trustee
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Robert BrakenridgeLyons, Colorado - Open Discussion
August 1 at 6:51 AM ·
According to the packet for Monday’s Board of Trustees meeting (link provided below), the Town is considering using
some park land (Bohn Park, or the Dog Park, or the conservation covenant-protected parcel to the south) for a solar farm.
This would have to be put up to a town vote in November.
So, in back-to-back meetings; the BoT will have:
1) Instituted electric utility billing changes that largely remove the savings to customers of “net metering”. The changes
will discourage homeowners and businesses from installing solar panels, which save them money, feed into our local grid,
and reduce our dependence on coal-fired generating plants.
2) But the lucky residents who have already installed solar will be “grandfathered” over decades, and continue to save
most or all of their normal utility usage bills. I think (not positive) that this savings goes with the property if it is sold.
Some of the folks who already have solar have been proponents of this change. They alone will retain the benefits of the
one-to one net metering policy that the change does away with.
3) And the Town will now consider how to take park land (and build road access) in order to operate its own solar facility,
using public money to do so. With no plan to reduce consumer costs.
Why should anyone vote to approve taking a piece of Bohn Park, or the dog park, or the parcel to the south, for a townoperated solar farm? When the town utility is now acting to strongly discourage new home- and business-based solar?
Why solar panels in our parks behind fencing, rather than on our homes and businesses and not having to be maintained
at public expense?
All three of these park properties are used by us, every day of the week, all year long. They are being heavily used as they
are. What is the value of that usage?
Solar farms can be built on floodplains. Are there no Lyons or Boulder County buyout properties that could host one? The
county parcels are available to the Town without any cost. So far, Town has seen no reason to accept them. Here is one
good reason. Leave the parks alone, and put the panels on land that is already off-limits to the public.
Let our board members and mayor know if you disagree with these plans. Let the UEB members know too: they are
supposed to independently evaluate such plans, and need to hear not only from utility representatives, but from the
public they volunteered to serve.

Mark Browning
I no longer engage in "debates" in Lyons OD. And I won't debate the above post. All I will say is that it is full of falsehoods,
distortions and disinformation. Don't believe what was posted. Anyone with a serious interest in this topic is welcome to
email me at MBrowning@townoflyons.com and I will be glad to reply. (The postings on this site are my own and do not
necessarily represent the Town of Lyons’s positions or opinions.)

R. Brakenridge Facebook post (Lyons Open Discussion) June 30, 2021:
What is going on in town hall? An executive session of our town board was recently held.
These sessions are strictly limited via Colorado law, they cannot be used to shield
discussions related to town financial contributions to a developer's subdivision plans. The
mere presence of the town attorney is specially not an excuse for executive session, nor are
"negotiations", unless those are for town purchase or sale of town land...only. The rules are
very strict. There is an appearance based on the town's stated justification of the executive
session after public disclosure of the developer's requests that more general matters may
have been discussed; matters that are not protected; an appearance that the town is
keeping private what is not in any respect confidential information: that the Summit
company is requesting major financial concessions from the town, and that some trustees
may be favorable to the negotiations needed. But these are public matters, very public
matters, must only be discussed in public meeting by our town board and cannot be legally
shielded from public view. They have not been up to now! The only conceivable basis for
executive session in the present matter would be for the town to obtain legal opinion about
its options to proceed to enforcement against the developer of its obligations under the
present development agreement. Anticipated lawsuits are protected; negotiations
regarding financial concessions to modify the town/developer development agreement
involve public finances and are not. As soon as any other topics than legal actions were
considered, the meeting would have been required to come out of executive session. I hope
a taped record was kept of the meeting.

Text of C.R.S. 24-6-402(4)(e) ("Open Meetings" or "Sunshine" Law):
4) The members of a local public body … upon the announcement by the local public body to the public
of the topic for discussion in the executive session, including specific citation to this subsection (4) …
may hold an executive session … for the sole purpose of considering any of the following matters:
…..
(e)(I) Determining positions relative to matters that may be subject to negotiations; developing
strategy for negotiations; and instructing negotiators.

Robert BrakenridgeLyons, Colorado - Open Discussion
July 22 at 10:37 AM ·
After two board of trustees executive sessions supposedly to (in part) consider legal remedies if a development company
breaches their agreement, this is what we've ended up:
1) More billable hours for the attorney,
2) Lots of paid staff and board member time invested, and
3) An amended development agreement that basically amounts to: Town: “We will waive your park fees”, in return for:
Development company: “And in return, we will give you a dead cat”
Nicholas Angelo
These comments are my own and do not reflect any official position of the Town of Lyons. To use words like "supposedly"
to imply anything other than the best of intentions by the Board of Trustees is offensive, and I'm being polite. Affordable
housing is one of the foremost issues facing all municipalities today. We gave up much less than most. Is it perfect, of
course not, are there challenges, absolutely. In similar situations when a community contributed the land and had
additional financial assistance for 27 units, there were over 200 applications. If that isn't flashing red lights and sirens
regarding the problem, I don't know what would be. We can disagree, I prefer to disagree, but do not impugn or even
imply a less than sincere attempt for the Board of Trustees to do what they feel is in the best interest of the Town of
Lyons. If so, expect me to respond, always in defense of our actions

Robert Brakenridge
I stand by my words, friend, and mayor, Nick Angelo. I wrote: "After two board of trustees executive sessions supposedly
to (in part) consider legal remedies." And you take offense at this?
Clearly, what was discussed at these meetings included how the town might adjust its taxes and fees to comply with the
developer's request to modify the development agreement. But this is not a fit subject for executive session, but only for
public meetings. It is not protected by the language about "negotiations" in Colorado law, which refer, mainly, to matters
such as negotiating contracts with a teacher's union, etc.

….
Robert Brakenridge
Listen to me, please: If I were a board member, as soon as the executive session discussion
veered from "what legal remedies can the town pursue" (protected by executive session
law), such as regarding this developer's threat of breach of contract, to: "how might we
negotiate with the developer and offer some changes to respond to their demands", I would
have immediately asked for all to come out of executive session. If that did not occur I would
have left the room.

R. Brackenridge Facebook post (Lyons Open Discussion) July 2, 2021Au:
Lyons is proposing a solar farm …
Finally, why would Lyons consider a local solar farm, maybe with grant support,
after its utility and UEB (see Jim Kerr’s comments above) indicate that the town is
better off not adding any more local solar capacity? Either more solar is good, or it is
not. It’s not? We have too much, already? Utility should discourage more home
installations, and charge those with solar more? Well, o.k. But then why are the
producing utilities themselves installing more solar, and why would the town even
consider owning and operating their own solar farm? Maybe more solar electricity
is actually a good thing.

R Brackenridge Facebook post (Lyons Open Discussion) August 2, 2021:
Larry Quinn
Robert Brackenridge Where were you when public comment meetings were held on
the proposal? Why do you always weigh in at 11thhour on FB only?
Robert Brackenridge
To honestly answer your question, Larry, the first I became aware that the town
was proceeding with a solar farm and is considering scheduling the needed town
vote on the use of park land was when I read the packet for today's BoT meeting.
Which is likely more than most residents have done.

Ethics Complaint
8/9/2021
March Chapman
River Cliff Realty
419 Main St
Lyons CO 80540
To: Town of Lyons Administrator V. Simonson, BOT, Mayor N. Angelo
RE: Trustee Wendy Miller
I am reaching out because I have been the recent target of unprovoked, vile, defaming, and
hurtful online attacks by a Board of Trustees member, Wendy Miller. These attacks, which have
been directed towards me personally and my business violate many of the Codes of Ethical
Standards for Officers of the Town of Lyons.
The violations occurred when Trustee Miller launched an early morning tirade against my
business 8/3/2021, on the “Lyons Happenings” and “Lyons Open Discussions” Facebook pages,
with an extremely biased post which she libelously titled “This is unethical behavior by a local
landlord”. I am sure that most, if not all of you have already seen it on the aforementioned
pages, as has a significant portion of the population of Lyons by now.
She was reposting a news story she had found regarding an eviction court case between my
company and one of our residents. The case had already been decided the week prior with the
judge ruling in my company’s favor. For some unknow reason she was personally dissatisfied
with the judgment decided by a court of law, and was eager to retry the case in the court of
public opinion in an effort to shame me and my business publicly everywhere she could.
She initially succeeded in her attempt to publicly embarrassing me and getting others to spew
hateful ignorant comments about the how I operate my business. She made sure to continue
commenting throughout the threads supporting and promoting more untruths about the
situation creating a wave of negative comments towards me. Unfortunately, after being backed
into a corner with no other way to defend myself I had to divulge, to the entire viewing public,
all the details from the court proceeding, clarifying that tenant’s exact situation, just to save my
reputation and my business. After the true facts were revealed, fortunately, many people
understood what really happened and apologized to me for their comments, amended, or
deleted them. Some then turned to reprimand the tenant and Trustee Miller for promoting
such a misleading story.

It is unfathomable how anyone in such position of power within a small community would
deem it acceptable to target a small, minority owned, Main St. business, who’s owner has
operated peacefully in Lyons, for the past 12 years and has never had the Sherriff evict anyone
in Lyons the entire time. My reputation has suffered significantly from this event and I am still
attempting to repair my public image.
Trustee Miller’s actions are incongruent with the spirit our town government as a whole, which
consistently promotes its unwavering support for local business. For this reason, I believe she
should be removed from the BOT.

Below are the specific codes Wendy Miller violated, with a brief commentary highlighting the
corresponding relationship between those codes and this particular situation in RED.

The Town of Lyons Ordinance 858
The code of eth states it was adopted to assure that the residents of the town have confidence
in the integrity of the town government.
Codes:
1 Purpose
E. Promote public confidence in the integrity of the Town Officers
Hostile promotion of negative opinions, and targeting specific locals hinders accomplishment of
this goal.
2 General Policies
A. Trustees have a duty to refrain from using their positions in any manner for personal gain or
detrimental to the public good.
Sadly no one benefited from that whole day of chaos and bitter exchanges. It served no one to
publicize something which was already decided in court. Ultimately, the situation has remained
unchanged, with tenant now receiving the brunt of the ridicule. There was no public good.
5 Ethical Standards
4). Town Officers are to refrain from promoting personal agendas that conflict or do not align
with the best interest of the town.
It is not within the best interest of the town to stoke public divisiveness. We are left to surmise
there was a personal agenda for that barrage of negativity, seeing as how Trustee Miller was
neither a party to the court case nor personally impacted by the court’s decision.

6). Town Officers are to be honest and truthful and to act with integrity at all times while
displaying the highest standards of ethical behavior.
11). Town Officers are not to use the authority of their position or information gained through
their position in such a way that be unfair or could reasonably perceived as being unfair to any
citizens of Lyons or it neighbors. In this case “unfair” pertains to both preferential treatment as
well as negative or even vindictive treatment.
Trustee Miller, used her position in a way to show preference to one citizen, and was “unfair” by
not being willing to communicate with me or have a meaningful conversation. I was subjected
to both blatantly negative and vindictive treatment. This is unethical behavior.
12). Town Officers are to remember that they are “ambassadors” of the town of Lyons and as
such should interact with all persons and entities whether in public or in private in a respectful
and fair manner at all times.
She clearly has not behaved as a Town “ambassador” and was not interacting with me in a fair
and respectful manner. To be fair, one would need to listen to both sides and formulate an
opinion thereafter. There is no justifiable reason she should have inserted herself publicly into
the matter in such a way. Her methodology lacked tact and professionalism.
14). Town Officers will not grant any special consideration, treatment, or advantage to any
citizen or resident of the town beyond that which is available to every other citizen, resident, or
business of the town.
There was a blatant exhibition of special consideration and treatment to one resident (the
tenant). I can not rely on Trustee Miller not to launch a similar online attack against me, on
someone else’s behalf because she has already publicly voiced her distain for me.
24). Town Officers will interact with all persons and entities in a respectful and fair manner at
all times and should not criticize any member of the public for his or her requests or views.
I was not treated fairly and her Facebook posts cannot be classified as “respectful” in any way.
28). Town Officers will not exhibit other similar conduct which threatens the public in the
integrity of the government including but not limited to illegal conduct, conduct which puts
self-interest before public interest, or conduct involving dereliction of duties.
Trustee Miller, cannot deny the substantial public influence she has as a member of the BOT no
matter the issue. There is a responsibility for accuracy because it is automatically assumed she
may be privy to more facts and details, in any particular situation, than the general public.
Especially since she was so inclined create a huge uproar. This undermines and threatens the
public confidence because people are now aware that she will speak boldly about issues she is
not particularly informed about, and has not vetted or confirmed with any credible source.

This section closes out with a pertinent statement about the ethical standards being “applicable
at all times” so when she would reply in multiple threads “this has nothing to do with The Town”
that was not, in fact, accurate. The section then further expounds that “stress responses” and
“heated discussion” are not acceptable reasons to stray from the standards. So there is really no
excuse for her behavior especially after it was brought to her attention that this was
inappropriate for a BOT member by multiple citizens.
Conduct in General
10). Town Officers should serve as a model of leadership and civility to the community.
An act of civil leadership would have looked like Trustee Miller reaching out to me privately with
any questions or concerns regarding my business in an attempt to gain knowledge and
understating.
11). Town Officers should seek to inspire public confidence in Lyons Government by
demonstrating honesty and integrity in every action and statement.
No Lyons resident can reasonably have confidence in this public official who has no desire to
perform the even most minimal amount of due diligence, in order to formulate an unbiased
opinion.
Trustee Miller is irresponsible with the power bestowed upon her in her position. She has shown
she is comfortable with basing her statements on gossip and hearsay. Also lacking integrity by
ignoring facts and documentation.
14). Town Officers should admit mistakes and should not hide or run away from responsibility.
Once Trustee Miller was made aware of the errors in the interview she was disseminating, she
refused to admit the error and did not take responsibility for the firestorm she started, or
apologize.
Conduct in Other Settings
1). Town Officers should strive to continue respectful behavior when outside of the Board and
Commission Meetings and other Town functions. The same level of respect and consideration
of different points of view that is deemed appropriate for public discussions should be
maintained in private conversations.
There was no respect or consideration from Trustee Miller for my point of view in this discussion
she decided to make public.
4). Town Officers must be aware that as elected officials, they are always “on display.” That is,
their actions, mannerisms, and language are monitored by people they may not even know.
Lunch table conversations will be eavesdropped upon, parking lot debates will be watched, and
casual comments between individuals between individuals will be noted.

6). Town Officers must remember that Lyons is a small town at heart. Town Officers are
constantly being observed by the community every day that they serve in office. Their
behaviors and comments serve as models for proper deportment in the Town of Lyons. Honesty
and respect for the dignity of each individual should be reflected in every word and action
taken by Town Officers, 24 hours a day, seven days a week. It is a serious and continuous
responsibility.
Having served several terms, Trustee Miller is well aware of her continued responsibility
regarding her public behavior and comments. Though she repeatedly denied it on Facebook,
BOT members are to serve as an example for the town government and constituents.

I have attached some screen shots from some active, and since deleted posts in the threads for
reference. I tried to narrow it down to what’s most relevant. Please let me know if you would
like additional posts or information to assist in your investigation.

Thank you in advance for your time allocated to this matter.

Sincerely,

March

